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The Baroque radiator
in chrome by Vogue
measures H875mm
and is priced at £1,246.

These metallic-finish tall bow-fronted towel radiators
from Bisque make a striking statement in this large
kitchen, where prices start from around £460.

Bleeding radiators:
why and when?
You need to bleed a radiator when air
has accidentally entered the radiator’s
coils, at least twice a year. To double
check, turn on the radiator and feel
whether the heat is distributed evenly.
If not, it requires bleeding.
● Switch off the central heating.
● Prepare a rag or bowl under the radiator
in case of leaking.
● Place the bleed key on the radiator’s
bleed valve (usually at the top end to
the side).
● Slowly turn the bleed key 1/2 a turn
anti-clockwise and listen for the
hissing sound.
● When water starts leaking out, turn the
key 1/2 a turn clockwise to shut it off.
● With sealed systems, the pressure will
need topping up to one bar.
Beware! Radiators are made of steel and
can deteriorate with rust. Symptoms
include leaking, cold spots or the constant
need for bleeding. Black water means
trouble, brown or orange is even worse!

Warm all over...
Make your traditional home a much warmer
affair this winter with our essential guide to
the ins and outs of heating.

There is a multitude of solutions to heating
your home today, but each method has its
benefits and pitfalls, whether they are practical
or aesthetic. Choose the right heating for your
period house from radiators, modern
underfloor heating or increasingly popular
eco-friendly renewable energy sources.

Above Bring a sense of retro style to your home with
this Delonghi HR720c Convector Heater, cream, which
is priced at £50 and measures H57cm from John Lewis.
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Today, even in a period home, stand-alone or
wall mounted radiators have become more than
a source of heat; they are a design element too.
Innovations in heating have been coming in
thick and fast, and today every shape, design
and colour are available to fit in with your style,
whether you want radiators for traditional
central heating or additional ‘plug ins’.

Whether you opt for ladder radiators, ‘hospital
radiators’, towel warmers, kick space radiators,
skirting heaters or fan assisted radiators, single
panels, with convectors or a combination with
double panels, the choice is endless.
Traditional cast iron style radiators are
increasingly popular, as are discreet designer
radiators. Retailers like The Old Radiator
Company and Radiating Style specialise in
classic bronze and silver styles. “With so many
beautiful designs on the market today, radiators
are ideal for period properties as they often add
a real feature to the room, just as a piece of
furniture would. The ornate Versailles cast iron
radiator from Aestus is a beautiful radiator that
will enhance any traditional style interior,”

Ian Bradley, MD of MHS Radiators
says Geoff Jones, Director of Aestus. To go
green, why not try the Calor Provence cast-ironstove-design portable gas heater? It’s the first
ever with a catalytic converter which has done
away with CO2 emissions.

How do I know which radiator
will best fit my room?
The key is to match your heat output to the size
of the room. Use the radiator manufacturer’s
heat loss calculations or ask your installer
to calculate the output required. Take into
account every measurement of every room
to get an accurate idea of size and volume.
Consider window sizes and outside wall space,
as well as insulation. Place the radiator in the
coldest part of the room such as by the window.

What is the recommended
room temperature ?
21°C (70°F) for living rooms, dining rooms and
bathrooms and 18°C (65°F) for bedrooms,
kitchens, halls and WCs.

Size matters after all
Radiators work by heating water in a series of
coils, which warm the air that comes in contact

with the metal surface. If a radiator is too big,
the system will exceed its temperature and be
less economical to run, while if it is too small,
it won’t cope and reach the necessary
temperature. Oversized radiators can be fitted
with thermostatic valves in order to cut the heat
down, which is rather an inefficient solution.

Going electric
Electric radiators are another option, though
less cost efficient. Their plus point is that they
need no plumbing. Just wall mount and plug
into a standard 13 amp socket and switch on.
Controlled by a timer, they often contain a
thermostat too. If you are just looking for an
additional ‘plug in’ heater, the Delonghi HR720c
has a chic retro cream finish. With a choice of
heat settings, adjustable thermostat, safety and
handles, it’s practical and pretty.

Towel rails: ideal for bathrooms
Towel rails in the bathroom are a lovely luxury
and efficient way to heat the space. Designer
tubular rails are available in a vast array of
colours and sizes to fit any space and décor.
Stainless steel rails are a blessing in mid-season
when the heating may not be on too.

Top This radiator, in classic grey by MHS radiators, is priced
from £311 and measures from H353mm to H935mm.
Above Versailles cast iron radiator, from £370 by
Aestus. Available in two heights; 750mm and 950mm,
a variety of lengths and is supplied in a dark grey primer,
which can be coated in a colour of your choice.

FEATURE ROWENA CARR-ALLINSON

RADIATORS

What are the options?

“Reproduction period radiators are in
demand for their look and efficiency.”
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Five essential
money saving tips:
● Turn the thermostat down to the bare

minimum (to avoid freezing) when you
leave the house. It can cut your bills by
up to 10%.
● Set the timer as this is the best way not
to waste any heating.
● Insulate your hot water pipes as this
will help stop heat from escaping.
● Fit reflective radiator panels behind
radiators situated on external walls.
They reflect heat back into the room.
70% of the heat from a radiator is used
to heat the wall behind it!
● Place shelves about 3" above radiators:
it directs warmth back to the middle
of the room.

HEATING SOLUTIONS
More to it than radiators…
Radiators don’t function by themselves so
we will take a look at the alternatives offered
in boilers and other innovations which are
changing the face of heating.
Most homes are fitted with ‘Wet Central
Heating’ using non-condensing boilers,
condensing boilers or a combination of
both. Other options include electric storage
heaters and warm air systems, but what’s
the difference?

To condense or
not to condense?

Top tip

Chris Ingram, Managing Director of Continental Underfloor Heating

A carpet is an easy
method in which to provide
you with additional
insulation.

Non-condensing boilers burn fuel
in a combustion chamber enveloped
by a water ‘jacket’. The heated water
then circulates around the system’s pipes.

However, a lot of the heat created is lost. Luckily,
newer models are about 78% efficient.
Condensing boilers are the most efficient
systems and convert about 88% of the fuel. This
boiler recycles the heat normally lost in the noncondensing model. Combination boilers which
use aspects of both, cover central heating boiler
and hot water tank duties doing away with hot
water cylinders.
In a recent study by Which? magazine,
the Potterton Gold combi 24 HE came top in
a survey of high efficiency boilers. “We are
constantly researching and developing our
products to make them as energy efficient,
reliable and effective as possible,” Andy Dabin,
Product Manager of Potterton explains.

Electric storage heaters:
off-peak energy
Electric storage heaters are economical and
make the most of the off-peak times when
electricity is cheaper. They store heat in special
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“Underfloor heating provides short
and long term cost reductions.”

heat-retaining bricks before releasing
it gradually in two ways: continuously
through a front panel by radiation or by
convected heat in the form of warm air.
Various controls can help you change settings
depending on outside temperature or day and
night settings.
Electric storage systems also come in ‘wet’
versions where the off-peak electricity heats up
a large, insulated water tank which then pumps

Above This carpet by
Pownall is priced from £24
per sq m and will help
keep you feeling warm
and toasty underfoot.
Right The Potterton Gold
combi 24 HE by Potterton,
priced from around £800
came top in an energy
efficient boiler survey.

Our guide to the pros of underfloor heating:
● It makes for a great investment by

providing comfort and will offer good
resale value.
● It’s cleaner. Underfloor heating reduces
air currents and airborne allergen.
● It’s environmentally operating at
approximately 2 to 3ºC lower, thereby
saving on fuel costs, especially if the
subfloor is well insulated. And by
consuming less fuel, it causes less

environmental damage.
● It’s safe: it won’t warp laminate or

overheat because it has a positive heat
co-efficient and has no sharp bits to
bump into.
● It is BEAB/UL approved.
● It’s lightweight and easy to install.
● It has a Lifetime Warranty & SafetyNet
Guarantee. Warmup and visit
www.warmup.co.uk

Reader offer
PH is giving away ten
signed copies of
Basics of Energy
Efficient Living: A
Beginner’s Guide to
Alternative Energy and
Home Energy Savings
by Lonnie Wibberding.
Whether you’re building a new house or
have an existing one, Wibberding shares
the principles behind energy efficient
living with you.
All you need to do is simply send
in your details to Energy Efficient
Competition, Period House, The Tower,
Phoenix Square, Colchester, Essex CO4
9HU by 20th December, 2006. Normal
conditions apply.
Stockist info: www.bigfishbooks.com
www.amazon.com or bn.com
ISBN: 0-9777982-3-2.

water throughout traditional radiators.
Timers, thermostats and valves on
the radiators will enable better control.

Warm air systems
Warm Air systems run on natural gas, LPG,
oil or electricity. Heat travels from the central
heater throughout the home via air ducts.
Although they are less expensive than
electric fan heaters, oil filled radiators or
radiant electric bar heaters, all electric systems
have a reputation for being relatively expensive
to run.

Underfloor heating: how it works
Underfloor heating is increasingly popular, and
for good reason. With two options, wet or
electric, underfloor heating provides warmth
from the floor up with a majority of radiant heat
rather than convected heat.
Obvious advantages are aesthetic, with all
the piping hidden under the floor, and space
saving, as well as less heat lost than
conventional radiators. Wet systems are more

cost effective, with water temperatures lower
than with radiators, hence a lower thermostat
setting saving both money and energy.
The installation is fairly simple too. The
electric heating element can be laid in the floor
when it is built and covered in concrete or you
can even buy your own product from Warmup
and do it yourself. For tiled floors, Classical
Flagstones can install heat spreading tiles, but
the system isn’t recommended for carpets.

Top Choose underfloor heat spreading tiles by Classical
Flagstones, where price is on application.
Above Continental Underfloor Heating, which shows
electrical underfloor detail. Prices are on application.
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Top tip

ECO ENERGY
With rising fuel prices and increasing
trends towards eco-friendliness, it’s
worth considering renewable energy

Remember to
check available grants
for installing renewable
energy in your home.

sources to heat your home. A recent survey
by the Energy Saving Trust, found that over
85% of people would consider installing green
technology in their home to reduce bills.

Renewable energy:
what’s the big deal?
Renewable energy is gained from renewable
sources like the sun, wind or water. This means
cutting down dependence on fossil fuels, such as
ever increasingly expensive oil and cleaner air:
less carbon monoxide and other greenhouse
gases. This is ideal for remote home owners
who might not be able to connect to grids easily.

Harnessing the sun
There are two different ways of harnessing the
sun’s power. For hot water, solar panels are
fitted onto the roof. Dubbed ‘collectors’, the
panels draw on the sun’s warmth to heat water,
which is then collected in a hot water tank. Rest
assured, solar panels also work when the
heavens are overcast. To generate electricity
the green way, opt for photovoltaic cells. Linked
cells fit into modular panels interconnected to
generate electrical power. Amazingly, an
average south-facing house has enough roof
space to generate most of its own electricity.

It’s in the wind
Converting wind into power isn’t a new concept.
But today you can have your very own wind

Right Charnwood’s Country 4 Woodburner comes
in eight colours and is priced from £505.
Below Solar panels by Worcester. Contact them direct
for quotes and more information on solar panels.

“The rising cost of fuel bills and concerns
over climate change has led consumers to
consider renewable technology.”
Martyn Bridges, Director of Marketing and Technical Support at Worcester, Bosch Group

turbine. The silent towers are usually mounted
with three blades that spin in the wind and
drive a generator to create electricity. They
are even being fitted in towns and cities, which
include the headquarters of the London
Development Agency.

Ground force
Ground source heat pumps draw on the earth’s
heat. By using a pump and compressor, the heat
is concentrated to heat water to around 40ºC.
This is an ideal match for a ‘wet’ underfloor
heating system. The only energy used, which is
electricity, activates the pump and compressor
which use only a quarter of the energy released,
i.e. a 300 – 400% efficiency rating. Worcester’s
Greenstore heat pumps installation are priced
from £7,000 – £12,000 and these are also eligible
for the Government’s £1,200 ‘Clear Skies’ grants.
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Renewable energy:
finance & science
● Renewable energy isn’t only about being
kind to the environment. It’s kinder to
your wallet in the long run too.
● Solar heating: a typical domestic solar
water heating system can save 425 – 475kg
of CO2 and £60 – £70 per year.
● Ground Source Heat Pumps: installing
a ground source heat pump can save 4.5 –
5.5 tonnes of CO2 and £650 – £750 per year.
● Biomass Heating: installing a biomass
boiler system can save six to seven tonnes
CO2 and £300 – £350 per year.
● Wind Turbines: a typical domestic wind
turbine can save £150 – £250 and one to two
tonnes of CO2 per year.

Eight facts about your
home’s heating...
Check out the hottest tips on making
the most out of the enregy you use to
heat your home:

1. Get an upgrade
You will find that upgrading your gas
central heating system could save you
up to 40% on your heating bills.

2. Something new
Replacing a 15-year-old boiler could
save you a third on your heating bills.

3. Hot water waste
Wood and Briquettes stove, Panther 2110, by Morsouk,
which measures H605mm and is priced at £1,120.

Light my fire

All about insulation

Burning wood is the least eco-friendly
renewable energy as carbon monoxide is still
emitted. But, on the up side, cultivated wood
fuel absorbs the same amount of carbon dioxide
during its lifetime as is released when it is
burnt. Wood boiler systems look superb in a

In a typical British home, approximately onethird of the heat produced by a central heating
system is lost through the roof, ceiling or walls.
Insulation can cut this dramatically. Heating
tends to escape through the roof, so 20% of your
energy bill can be saved by good loft insulation.

traditional property and can run on logs, wood
chips or wood pellets and function in a similar
way to oil boilers.

Mineral wool (such as Thermafleece or
Rockwool), fibreglass and recycled paper are all
good options.

For a smaller space, a fireplace and good
old wood fire is efficient and adds a cosy
atmosphere. If you prefer the ‘stove’ look, the

Up to half your heat is lost through the walls
so reduce that by two-thirds by insulating with
fibre, beads or foam within the wall cavity

Morso Panther 2110 Cleanheat is a sleek mix of
traditional design and modern technology and
burns wood or briquettes.

or boards on the exterior. For information on
the National Energy Foundation, tel: 01908
665555 or visit www.nef.org.uk PH

Additional contacts
Aestus, tel: 0870 403 0115
or visit www.aestus-radiators.com
Bisque, tel: 01225 478500
or visit www.bisque.co.uk
Charnwood, tel: 01983 537777
or visit www.charnwood.com
Classical Flagstones, tel: 0117 937 1960
or visit www.classical-flagstones.com
Contintental Underfloor Heating,
tel: 0845 108 1204 or visit www.continental-ufh.com
Dovre, tel: 01392 474000
or visit www.dovre.co.uk
Energy Savings Trust,
visit www.energysavingstrust.org.uk
Handy Heat, tel: 0800 881 8097
or visit www.handyheat.co.uk
John Lewis, tel: 0845 604 9049
or visit www.johnlewis.com
Machine Mart, visit www.machinemart.co.uk
MHS Radiators, visit www.mhsradiators.com
Morso UK, tel: 01788 554410
or visit www.morsouk.com
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Potterton, tel: 0870 606 0780
or visit www.potterton.co.uk
Pownall Carpets, tel: 01282 611711
or visit www.pownallcarpets.com
Radiating Style, tel 08700 723 428
or visit www.radiatingstyle.com
Redfyre, tel 01392 444070
or visit www.redfyrecookers.co.uk
Ripples, tel: 0870 750 1626
or visit www.ripples.ltd.uk
Second Nature UK Ltd,
tel: 01768 486285.
Stovax, tel: 01392 474011
or visit www.yeoman-stoves.co.uk
The Old Radiator Company, tel: 01233 840455
or visit www.theoldradiatorcompany.co.uk
Vogue, tel: 0870 403 0101
or visit www.vogue-uk.co.uk
Warm Up, tel: 0845 345 2288
or visit www.warmup.co.uk
Worcester, tel: 01905 754624
or visit www.worcester-bosch.co.uk

On average, heating and hot water
account for around 60% of the average
fuel bill and, unless your home is newly
built, your heating system is unlikely to
be running as efficiently as it could.

4. Insulation for your water
Hot water will stay hot longer and you
will waste less energy heating it, if you
insulate your hot water cylinder. Fitting
a jacket to your hot water tank can cut
wastage by three quarters, which means
a cash saving of around £20 a year.

5. Too hot, hot, hot
Water needn’t be heated to a scalding
temperature. Setting the thermostat at
60° C or 140° F is usually quite adequate.

6. Heating Scotland
and Wales for free
If everyone in the UK installed a
condensing boiler, the energy saved
would enough to heat every household
in Scotland and Wales for a year.

7. Cutting down greenhouse gas
Energy efficient appliances use less
power and are cheaper to run. And
because they need less energy, they’re
responsible for fewer greenhouse gas
emissions at the power station, which
means good news for the environment.

8. Look out for the logo
To pick out energy efficient products
from the rest of the pack, look out for the
energy saving recommended logo. This
distinctive blue logo can be found on
anything from fridges and tumble dryers,
to dishwashers and lightbulbs. It is a sure
sign that the appliance being bought is
one of the most efficient in its category.
Find out more at the Energy Saving
Trust, www.est.org.uk to make the
most of your energy. Tel: 0800 512 012.

